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MIA is a science communication / environmental education project that mixes science with arts in order to talk about the aquatic microscopic organisms and their importance in the ecosystem, making the link to the principles of Ocean Literacy.
PROJECT OBJECTIVES

- Increase the knowledge about the oceans, by connecting to the principles of Ocean Literacy;

- Explore the microscopic water world, particularly phytoplankton, within school curricula;

- Integration of sciences and arts for the message transfer;

- Promote transdisciplinarity and team work;

- Enhance artistic creation and the development of communication skills through arts and ICT;

- Develop educational materials.
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PROJECT ACTIVITIES

- Talks with scientists
- Science workshops
- Artistic creation workshops
- Music creation workshops
- Animation workshops
- Theatre/Dance workshops
- Plastic arts contest and exhibition
- Animation/Cinema contest and festival
- Music contest and festival
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